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A new facile synthesis method of polyaniline nanoparticles (PANI) by an in-situ electrodeposition was
developed in this work. The morphologies of PANI nanoparticles could be controlled by the growth
time in the electrodeposition process. The electrochemical supercapacitor properties of the PANI
nanoparticles were examined using cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS), galvanostatic charge-discharge and cycling-life measurements. The PANI electrode composed
of nanoparticles showed high specific capacitance (SC) value of 719 F·g-1 at a current density of 1 A·g1
and high stability over 1000 cycles. The results of electrochemical measurements showed that these
PANI nanoparticles have a potential application as the high-performance supercapacitor electrode
material.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The development of materials science has brought great momentum to applied electrochemical
fields. Scientists in this field are always interested in finding new materials to improve electrochemical
performances. Supercapacitors or electrochemical capacitors have gained a great attention in recent years
because of their potential applications ranging from cellular phones to electric vehicles [1, 2]. These
materials has the high electrical conductivity, good operational safety, and long cycling life as well as
low cost and environmental friendliness [3].
Recently, as one of the ideal electrode materials, conducting polymers have attracted more and
more attention in materials science for their unique electroactive properties and promising
technological applications in energy storage [4~9]. Among the various conducting polymers, PANI has
been applied extensively because of its facile synthesis and the controllable doping level which can be
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achieved through an acid doping/base dedoping process [10]. Besides, PANI is inexpensive with good
environmental stability, redox reversibility, and electrical conductivity [11~14]. The PANI-based
supercapacitors could offer a high-performance and low-cost alternative source of energy to replace
rechargeable batteries for various applications, such as electrical vehicles and high power tools [15].
There are various methods used to synthesize PANI, such as emulsions [16], template synthesis
[17], self-assembly [18], and interfacial polymerization [19]. However, large amounts of surfactants
are usually needed, which could make PANI difficult to attach the substrate without involving large
contact resistance [20]. The electrochemical synthesis of PANI is simple and low-cost. The adherent
films of PANI on the substrate can be easily prepared by the electrochemical deposition [21] and can
be directly used for electrochemical studies.
In this paper, PANI nanoparticles were prepared by in-situ electrodeposition and were
characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis.
Electrochemical performance of PANI was evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS), galvanostatic charge/discharge and cycling-life measurements. Its high
conductivity, interesting electrochemical behavior and high electrochemical stability allow this
material to be electrode materials for electrochemical supercapacitors.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Apparatus and chemicals
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis were
performed by JSM-5610LV scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan), NEXUS670
infrared ray spectrometer (FT-IR, Nicolet, USA), respectively. Electrochemical experiments were
performed with a CHI660B electrochemical workstation (Chenhua Instrumental, Shanghai, China)
using a three-electrode system composed of a glassy carbon electrode (GCE, 3mm diameter) as the
working electrode, a platinum wire as the auxiliary electrode and an Ag/AgCl electrode as the
reference electrode.
Aniline (analytical grade reagent, Xi’an Reagent Co, Xi’an, China) was freshly distilled
under reduced pressure before use. Sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 98%, Shanghai Chemical Reagent Co.),
Nitric acid (HNO3, 68%, Shanghai Chemical Reagent Co.), Methanol (anhydrous, 99.8%, SigmaAldrich) and deionized water was used throughout the entire experiment (Resistance = 18.25 MΩ·cm 1
).

2.2. Procedure
The electrochemical measurements were carried out on CHI660B electrochemical working
station at the ambient temperature. The GCE was polished with 1.0 um, 0.3um, and 0.05um alumina
powders and rinsed thoroughly with deionized water between each polishing step and sequentially
sonicated in 1:1 HNO3, ethanol, and deionized water, and dried at room temperature. The electrolyte
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was with H2SO4 (1.0 M) and aniline (0.3 M). PANI was electropolymerized on the surface of GCE at a
constant potential of 0.75 V for various periods (300, 600, and 900 s), which were denoted as PANI300s, PANI-600s and PANI-900s, respectively. After electrochemical growth, electrodes were washed
with distilled water and dried.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Surface morphological studies
To quantify the effect of the electrodeposition time on the PANI nanoparticles density and size,
we used SEM to characterize the PANI nanoparticles surface under different electrodeposition time.
Fig.1(A)-(C) present SEM images of the PANI-300s, PANI-600s and PANI-900s, respectively. The
PANI-600s exhibited the highest room-temperature electrical conductivity among the polyaniline
samples, which might be due to its unique structure. The image of PANI-600s (Fig.1B) seems to be
uniform microporous on the surface and the particles were in nanometer scale. The average particle
size of PANI-600s was found to be 50~100 nm. This is more useful to the electrolyte penetration in the
charge-discharge process of the redox supercapacitor. Compared with that of PANI-300s and PANI900s, PANI-600s had regular shapes and the porous nature of the nanoparticles. In addition, the image
of PANI-600s showed better clearness than that of PANI-300s and PANI-900s. The electrochemical
growth process of PANI is revealed to be similar to that of conventional growth of PANI [23]. It is
well-known that the electrochemical polymerization of aniline mainly involved two stages [22]. First, a
compact granular layer of PANI is formed on the bare electrode in the initial stage. Second, PANI
further grows and then forms a loosely bound open structure in the advanced stage.

Figure 1. SEM images of the PANI-300s (A), PANI-600s (B), PANI-900s(C) modified electrodes.

3.2 FT-IR spectra analysis
FT-IR samples of PANI-600s nanoparticles were prepared by using KBr powder mixed and a
force of 18 N using a pellet hydraulic press. Fig.2 shows the FTIR spectra of PANI-600s. The
characteristic bands in the IR spectrum of PANI-600s occur at 3209, 2925, 1556, 1456, 1299, 1108,
and 794 cm-1. The band at 3209 cm-1 represents the N-H stretching modes. The one at 2925 cm-1 could
be attributed to the C–N stretching of secondary aromatic amine (-N-benzenoid-N-), and the ones at
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1556 and 1456 cm−1 are attributed to C=N and C=C stretching modes for the quinoid and benzenoid
rings, respectively. The peaks at 1299 and 1108 cm-1 correspond to C-N stretching (-N-benzenoid-N-)
and C=N stretching (-N=quinoid=N-), respectively [24, 25]. The band at 794 cm-1 is attributed to
aromatic C-H bending out of the plane of the 1,4-disubstituted aromatic ring. The presence of all these
vibrational modes clearly proved that polyaniline was successfully synthesized.
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Figure 2. FTIR spectra of PANI-600 s.

3.3 Electrochemical characterization
3.3.1. Cyclic voltametry (CV )
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Figure 3. (A) Comparison of CVs scanned from -0.2 to 0.8 V in 1 M H2SO4 (aq) for the PANI600s/GCE electrodes at scan rates of 10, 20, 50 and 100 mV· s−1 (from curve a to curve d). (B)
Comparison of CVs for the PANI-300s, PANI-600s, and PANI-900s electrodes (from curve a
to curve c) in 1 M H2SO4 (aq) at scan rate of 20 mV·s−1.
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The cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of PANI-600s electrode recorded at different potential
sweep rates from 10 to 100 mV·s-1 are presented in Fig.3(A). The CV data demonstrate the stability of
the electrode within the applied potential range of -0.2 and 0.8 V. The near-rectangular-shaped CVs
and high overall current revealed the perfect electrochemical capacitive behavior of PANI-600s
electrode. The CVs for PANI-300s, PANI-600s, and PANI-900s electrodes at 20 mV·s-1 are shown in
Fig.3(B). There is a clear symmetry in the redox peaks of PANI-600s, which indicates that both
electron-transport and ion-diffusion rates in the PANI-600s are faster than that in PANI-300s and
PANI-900s. The redox peaks for the PANI-600s were attributed to the redox transitions of PANI (i.e.,
the leucoemeraldine/emeraldine transition). Therefore, the capacitance of PANI-600s mainly comes
from Faradaic reactions of PANI at the electrode/electrolyte surface [26].

3.3.2. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy(EIS)
The significantly improved ion transport behavior of PANI-600s was further characterized
using the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) technique with a frequency range of 0.01 Hz10 kHz in Fig.4. The amplitude of the applied sine wave potential was 5 mV, whereas the formal
potential of the system was set at 0.2 V. EIS is a powerful technique complementary to the
galvanostatic cycling measurement that provides more information on the electrochemical frequency
behavior of the system. Compared with that of PANI-300s and PANI-900s, the Impedance Nyquist
plot of PANI-600s had a semicircle in the high-frequency region, which was attributed to the process
at the polymer/electrolyte interface [27]. This can be described by the double layer capacitance in
parallel with the ionic charge-transfer resistance (Rct). The high-frequency intercept of the semicircle
on the real axis yielded the ohmic resistance (Rs), while the diameter provided Rct of the
electrode/electrolyte interface [28]. The negligible Rs for PANI-600s indicated a good electrode
contact, which could be affected by charge transfer resistances and parallel faradaic resistances owing
to pseudocapacitive materials.
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Figure 4. Impedance plot of PANI-300s(a), PANI-600s(b), PANI-900(c) electrodes in the frequency
range of 0.01-10000 Hz in 1.0 M H2SO4 (aq).
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3.3.3. Specific capacitance (SC)
To further confirm the merits of PANI-600s as supercapacitor electrodes, the electrochemical
properties of PANI-600s was fully characterized by galvanostatic charge/discharge and cycling-life
measurements. PANI-600s presented an excellent performance as supercapacitor electrode materials.
Fig.5(A) shows the galvanostatic charge/discharge curve of PANI-600s after calculating the relative
value. Near-ideal electric double-layer capacitance (EDLC) behavior of the curve could be observed
with the highly linear charge and discharge slopes.
The specific capacitance of the PANI-600s electrode is calculated according to the following
equation [4]:
Cm 

It
mV

-1

1.0

Specific Capacitance (F·g )

where Cm is the specific capacitance (F·g−1), m is the mass of the active materials in the device
(g), V is 1 V, t is the discharge time and I is the charge/discharge current.
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Figure 5. (A) The galvanostatic charge discharge curve for the PANI-600s electrode at a current
density of 1 A·g-1 between 0 and 1.0 V versus Ag/AgCl in 1 M H2SO4. (B) Specific
capacitance as a function of current density for the PANI-600s electrode.

The specific capacitance of PANI-600s was found to be as high as 719 F·g-1 at a current density
of 1 A·g-1 . The excellent capacitive performance of the PANI-600s electrode can be clearly seen from
in Fig.5(B). The value is much higher than those supercapacitors based on PANI prepared by other
methods reported in the range of 160-500 F·g-1 [29, 30]. Its great capacitance might be due to its
nanoparticle morphology. PANI nanoparticles with narrow diameters can shorten the charge-transport
distance in the PANI materials, so the counterions easily penetrate the inner layer of PANI, which
makes nearly full use of the electrode materials. Therefore, the ionic diffuse resistance and the chargetransfer resistance are reduced and the specific capacitance is substantially increased. The specific
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gravimetric capacitances of samples under different current loads are summarized in Table 1. It is clear
from Table 1 that the optimum current density was 1 A·g-1
Table 1. Specific Capacitance of PANI-600s at Different Current Densities
Current density (A·g-1)

0.1

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Specific Capacitance
(F·g-1)

617

520

719

637

541

452

3.3.4. Electrochemical stability of the PANI-600s electrode
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Fig.6 shows the electrochemical stability of the PANI-600s/GCE at a current density of 1A·g-1.
During the initial 300 cycles, it is found that there is a gradual decrease in the SC value from 719 to
633 F·g-1. During 300 to 550 cycles, A little decrease could be observed. Up to 1000 cycles , the SC
value remains fairly constant. The decrease in the SC value was to about 17% in 1000 cycles for
PANI-600s. Therefore, the PANI nanoparticle electrode showed high stability and retained its
electrochemical capacitance property over 1000 cycles.
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Figure 6. Cycling performance of the PANI-600s under a current density o f 1A·g-1.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have presented a simple, rapid, and efficient electrochemical method to
synthesize PANI nanoparticles by in-situ electrodeposition. Compared with PANI-300s and PANI900s, these prepared PANI-600s nanoparticles seem to be uniform microporous on the surface, which
can promote remarkable enhancement in the performance of supercapacitors. Specific capacitance of
PANI-600s was obtained as high as 719 F·g-1. This prepared PANI nanoparticle electrode also showed
high stability and retained its electrochemical capacitance property up to 1000 cycles. The high SC and
the great cycle ability of PANI nanoparticle electrode coupled with the low cost and environmentally
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benign nature could make them attractive for supercapacitor applications. Therefore, this synthesis
method of PANI can be extended to the preparations of other conducting polymer nanoparticles.
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